style moderne -Russia's equivalent to art nouveau and the Vienna Secession.
One of the most visible examples of the style moderne was the Singer Building ( Fig. 1) on Nevskii Prospekt at the Catherine Canal, a combination of moderne and Beaux Arts design with contemporary construction techniques. It is more and more evident that contemporary Petrograd is losing its national, noble character;
is becoming more and more trivial, European.
Only a common, amicable effort in matters of construction, only an artistic dictatorship in the distribution of building sites and the attraction of the best resources will save the capital and give it an even more powerful and beautiful appearance than it had during its best days in the epoch of Alexander I. For further discussion of the complex relation between modern classicism in Russia and the rationalist approach to design, both before and after the revolution, see Selim Khan-Magomedov, Aleksandr Vesnin and Russian Constructivism (New York: Rizzoli, 1986), pp. 15, 34. The early Soviet fascination with «proletarian classicism» -whose romanticism reminds of architecture folowing the French revolution -is well illustrated in T. Suzdaleva, «Otkrytie naslediia revoliutsionnogo romantizma,» Arkhitektura SSSR, 1989, no. 2: 98-105.
